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We have found In cl] the permanent rotations of a rigid body with a fixed 
point ln the force field of Qorlachev. We investigate here the stability 
of such rotations. 

1. We shall determine the.posltlon of a rigid body with a fixed point 0 
by the dlrection‘coslnes (c,, 8,, v, ) of the angles between the axes x,x X~ 
of the moving coordinate system fixed in the body and the nonmovlng coordf- 
nate system <n( . Here t - 1, 2, 3. The components of the angular velo- 
city along the moving sxes will be denoted by PI the direction cosines of 
the permanent axis by lr , (with respect to movl& axes) and the principal 
moments of Inertia with respect to the moving axes by A,. Let us consider 
the rigid body (In which A,= Aa= 2As), acted on by forces whose potential 
has the form 

L' (rr 'rz, ~3) = a (s - Q-'-r,'-" + 'lzb (~2' - rl") - c,'r, - ~2~2 (1.1) 

which corresponds to the attraction of four points of the body [l by the 
fixed plane 5~ according to the above- formula. 2 It Is shown In l] that 
the permanent axes move with a constant angular velocity through the arcs 
$S;,~d AaSa lf n Is odd and through the arcs AIS, and AafSa' when n 

. These spherical arcs are the Intersections of two surfaces 

1,2 + 1,2 + 13” = 1, c.J, - cl12 - 2bl,l, = 0 (1.2) 

with the perpendicular plane tn (see Fig. In I]). 
' correspond to the position of equlllbrlum 

The points S,, S, and 

kns [l] 

'( UJ I 0), and A 
e the rotation with the angular velocity IJJ== m , which i' 

Aa, A: deter- 
fo lows from Equa- 

(b + l/2o'9 1,1, f a1213+’ - c21s = (b - 1/2~2) l,l, - alllzmn + cll, = 0 (1.3) 

We shall Investigate the stability of the considered permanent axes with 
respect to the quantities pi and y 
city of the body along the axes , mov ng with the body are 1 

. The components of the angular velo- 

In the perturbed 

The equations of 

pi0 = Loli (1.4) 

motion we set 

Pi = Pi0 + Eiv Ti = li + qi (1.5) 

the perturbed motion have the following first Integrals: 

426 
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VI = 5 b%Sia f ZQip& - Myi) -$, UijQqj + 0 (Ei’, @) = const 
i=l * 

3 (W 

VZ= 2 4 (hi% + 4Ei + Cm) = con& Vs = i (vi2 + 2lilli) = 0 
i=l f=l 

where 
ai = WJIW,=~, 

i i 
Qj = (aau 1 *i&j)yi,,. 

i 

We ahall construct the Llapunov funotlon using tne method of Chetaev [2] 
In the form of a linear combination of integrals (1.6) 

v=v,- 2wv, + AVs 
Here the constant X has the form 

which cornea from Euler's equations. 
(1.7) 1s 

The function V under the conditions 

If = 5 [A&* - hAi&% + (A - ad %“I - 2 x ~jtli*~j + 0 (E?, ‘Ii’) (1.9 
i=l i*j 

It Is obvious that the function V la positive definite with respect to 

%fZZten' ' 
if Its quadratic part, that 1s v I O(r,lS, ~a) Is poeltlve 

. 
By the Sylvester criterion the necessary and sufficient condition8 i’or 

sign definiteness of this form are the inequalities 

h- all ---Ala2 > 0, (A - a11 - Alo2) (h - a,, - A,02) - alp2 > 0 

fi (lb -a$i - -4iO’) - 5 (ii - Uii - Ai02) %+I, i+2 - ~12h%3 > 0 

i=l i=l 

For the function (1.1) these conditions become 

- cdl, > 0, - c2 i 1, > 0, - (n + 1) al;+1 > 0 (1.2) 

Under the condltlons (1.9) the function y is the sign-definite integral 
of the equations of the perturbed motion, and by Llapunov'a theorem on the 
stability, the nonperturbed motion (1.4) will be stable with respect to the 
variables Pi and yI . 

The points on the arc Aa*Sn' satisfy the sufficient conditions (1.9) and 
the arc Is admissible when n la even. 

We can show some unstable permanent axes when considering the linearized 
system of equations of the perturbed motion, where the therms of second and 
higher orders are neglected (with respect to the perturbations in the equa- 
tlons of the perturbed motion). The characteristic equation of the system 
has the form 

oz W + g,oz + gz) = 0 (1.10) 

g, = (1 + 'ia@) 02 - 1, (5hE1 + 3cJ - 31, (cz - 5f3bl,) - a&+-l (29 + nl12 f nl& 

The expression for gp Is not shown because lt 1s too comnllcated. 

The&x&&dllty of the motion (1.4) occurs when the following lnequalltles 
are satisfied 13) 

0 < 0, 82 < 0, g~z-4gm<o 

For example, when the constants a, b, oi (shown lnFlg. in Cl]) are 
positive, then the lnequaIity ca> 2bl, 1s satisfied. This follow8 from the 
construction of the branch of hyperbola (1.2) which passes through the 0x1-r 
gin. And then, obviously, ca>5/&12. Besides, on the admissible arcs A,S$ 
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and A Ss we have I > 0 and 
third ?erms in (1.10) will be 
term containIn& c in (1.10 
A,S, * and the arc AaSp wll 

lo>0 . Consequently, the second and the 
negative. For the positive values o_ n the 
will be negative, because 1,~ 0 on the arc 
be admissible when n Is odd. 

Then the poaMons of equlllbrlum UI - 0 determined by the points S and 
S, Will be unstible, since here Q~< 0 . The permanent axes passing khrough 
points near 9, and S,, will be unstable. The finite points of unstable arcs 
are determined by the values of UJ~ which make U, vanfsh. 

2. Let a symmetrical body (A,- AD) be placed In the force field 

U = ail, / (n - 1) rSn-l (n#l, fl>O) 

The permanent axes with a constant velocity of rotation about them coln- 
clde with the C axis, and there are two such axes [l] 

1, # 0, 1, + 0, 02 = a / (E - 1) 1,n+1, e=A,iAl (2.Q 

I, = I, = 0, I,= 1, 0 is anarbitrary (2.2) 

We shall show now when the rotations (2.1) are unstable. The equations 
of the perturbed motion In this case are 

(-l)k &'= (s - I)0 113 (&-k - aq3-k) + 13-k 63 f naq3)1 + 0 (Ei', %') 

qi*= li+1 &+2 - qi+z1 - 4+2 (Ed+1 - WiH) + 0 W,tli2) (2.3) 

Fg;= 0 (k = 1,2; i = 1, 2,. 3) 

The characteristic equation of the linearized form of the system (2.3) Is 

a4 (a2 + g) = 0 

g = 021p 
{[g- ;(&1)--2]a- (&1)[3~-i)+n- 4 

By the Llapunov's theorem on Instability In the first approximation the 
unperturbed motion (2.1) Is unstable when U < 0 . 

When n - 0 (the case of Lagrange) the lnsta- 
blllty of the rotational motions (2.1) cannot be 
established from the characteristic equation of 
';he linearized system. .But when 

c 

2n> I+& ( 1 
-1 -I 

9 ,,,(I+ ) 

we have two real values 

&+a = 'l,n (23-Z - 1) + 

+ 2 T {(Z3-2 - 1) p/,73 (l,-a - 1) + n - iI>“’ 

and when E,< E < ea , the unperturbed motion 
(2.1) Is unstable. Notice that when E z 0 , 
and the separation of the unstable motions (2.1) 
depends on the existence of c,> 0 . This takes .I.. 

place for example under tne conalclons 

It Is Interesting that we can show the stability with respect to 0 and 
e'(cos 8-y3) when 4 > 0 by using Routh's theorem [4]. 

obtain the following condition for the stability of %a%n~"?~"l~ 
By the Integrals (1.6) and also by the Integral we can 

with 
respect to pa and ys . 

Using Rwnlantsev's method [5] we shall construct the Liapunov function 
c’ = I’, - 2Ws -/- o’r; + eplr42 = (fl - oq1)2 + 

+ (5~ - 011~)~ $ (1 + it) &Ej’ - ZEUE~~~ + CO’ [I - 7~ (E - 1) 121 9’3 + 0 (Ei3, lli3) (2.4) 
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The constant p > 0 can be chosen such, that the quadratic part of the 
fxnctlon (2.4) will be positive deflnlte with respect to qS and q, if 

i - n (e - i) 1; > 0 (2.5) 

Then by the theorem of stability wit+ respect to some of the varlables[5 
the unperturbed motion (2.1) under the condition (2.5)is stable with respec E 
to ps and ys l 

The neoesslty of the 
motlon (2.2) In the form 

suffioiency of the condition for the stability of 

s%.G> 4a (2.6) 

can be Proved by constructing the Llapunov funotion as the combination of 
Chetaev s Integrals [ 2) 

V = VI + 2hV, - (a + EC&) V, + pVds - 2 (eo + eN V, 

and taking as the Chetaev fun&loin W = &fj~ - &t or using the condition 
of stability of rotations (2.2) obtained by Ekletskll C61 for the force 
function U - Il(yS) . 

3. If the points of the rigid body are attracied,by the stationary plane 
distance from this plsne, then the forae function. 
the case.of a d..oally s~trlcal rigid body 
u = - l/zp(.4 -A,)rSe + con&. We shall have 

the plane ~TJ 
of rotations (23.1.) about the perpendloular line in 

a = p (e - i), n=--l, r.92 = p (3.1) 

The sufficient condition of stability (2.5) for these rotations takes the 
form 

1 - 13” -/- el,z > 0 

When tt<l the conditions (3.2) are always satisfied, therefore the 
stability of the considered rotations occurs at any position of the body 
with respect to the perpendicular line ln the plane 

E" ' 
The ttufflclent 

conditions derived by Pozharltskll [73 allow to selec 
motions (3.1). 

only some stable 

4. We shall consider rotation of a symDnetrlc rigid bod 
force which 3.; constant ln the moving coordinate system [l 3. 

acted on by a 
The body rotates 

about an axis which intersects this foroe, and we shall Investigate the sta- 
bility of this rotation with respect to the variables p, . Equations of the 
perturbed motion 

(-i)kik' = (8 - 1) @ z+ktk+l - J’k+dk+z + Ek+dk+z), c; = 0 (k = 1, 2) (4.1) 

have the general solution 
El = a sin (Qt + 9) - bpl, (b + PA-~, Ez = a co.3 (Qt + 0) - kxl (b + P3o)-1 

Ez = b, Q = (1 - 8) (b + PA (a, b,cp = con&) (4.2) 
From (4.2) follows that the considered rotation 1s. stable when b #-pm. 

5. If the points of a rigid body are attracted by the plane 5C and are 
repulsed by the plane qc and the attraction is proportional to the distance 
from these planes then the force function Is C83 

2U = p [ Al(P$ - a?) + A2(Bnz - a27 + 4P32 - m*)I (5.1) 

The Euler-Poisson equations show that the permanent eXls with the constant 
angular velocity of rotation exists In a symmertloal body and It colnoldes 
with the ( -axis. 

The force function can be transformed into 

2u = p (A, - -4,) (B3” - a321 
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which means that it depends only on the cosines of the angles between the 
axis of symmetry of the body and the fixed axes 
investigate the stability of thld rotation. 

5 and q . We shall 

body In the variables p,, c,, B,, y,, 
Considering the motion of the 

the equations of the perturbed motion 
which we obtain from the Euler-Poisson equations contain periodic functions, 
and the investigation of these equations even ln the first approximation 
becomes difficult. 

The problem slmpllfles, lf the x,-axis remains as before;whlle the X, 
and no axes are arbitrarily located In the equatorial plane of the ellipsoid 
of inertia of the body and are not fixed In the body. The quantities c3 
and & remain as before. 

The position of the axis of symmery of the body x3 Is determined by the 
angle c between Its projection I on the 5~) plane and the C-axis (see 
Flg.1) and the angle R between the projection I and the x,-axis Itself. 
The amount of rotation of the body about the xg-axis Is denoted by the 
angle cp. The angles Q, 8, cp are the holonomlc coordinates of the con- 
sidered mechanical system. As a matter of fact, if we rotate the 5RC system 
about the n-axis by the angle c It will occupy the position of the sys- 
tem x ~1, and If we rotate the last system by the angle R 
axis Ii will occupy the position of the moving system x x x 

about the x,- 

the rigid body about the x,-axis by the angle m we obiafn" l Rotating the given posl- 
tlon of the body. By the well known theorem of analytic geometry on the 
cosine of an angle between two lines ln space we have that 

a3 = cos x& = sin a cos fl, p, = cos z3q = - sin fi 

From the proof that the c, 8, m coordinates are holonomlc follows that 
the components of the angular velocity of rotation of the body along the 
moving axes are 

Pl = P', p2 = a’ cos p, p3 = Cp’ - a’ sin fi 

Then the expression for the Lagrange function has the form 

L = T + Lr = l/z A, (a’ * co9 f3 + f3’ 2, + 1l,A, (q’ - a’ sin p)" -1 
t *izii (A3 --,11) (sir? p - sin2 a co9 fi) 

The coordinate cp being cyclic corresponds to the following Integral of 
the Lagrange equations 

81, / 8cp' = il,r, = /I, (q' - a' sin /3) 

Ignoring the cyclic coordin,kes we obtain the equation In the Lagrange 
form with the Routh function 

R = l/,J, (a'" co9 fi + flS2) -1.. 1i,A3r,2 $-- 1/2k (A3 -A,) (sin* p - sill2 a cos* p) - 
- A3ro (r. + a’ sin fi) 

These equations do not contain the variable cp 

A,c" cos fi - 2A,a'p' sin p - ASrOB: = - p(A3 -A,) sin a COs a COs P 

A#” $- Ala’2 sin /3 cos f3 + A,r,a’ cos p = p (A3 -- A,) (1 -t sin2 a) sin B COs B (5.3) 

This permanent rotation leads to the following SoIutlon of the Equations 
(5.3) a = p = a' = p' = 0, cp' = r0 (5.4) 

In the perturbed motion we set 

a = a, fi = fi, a' = a’, B’ = p’ 

Then the equations with variations have the form 

A,c" + p (A3 -A,) CL -_43rOpW = 0, A#" -ii (A3 -A,) B + A3r0c' = 0 (5.5) 

The characteristic equation of the System (5.5) is 

A,o" f- A,r,)W - p2 (A, -A,)' = 0 
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It always has positive roots, 
lnstablllt 

and, according to Llapunov's theorem on the 

motion (5. g 
In the first approximation, 
). 

we deduce the instability of the 

The author expresses his gratitude to V.V. Rumlantsev for his Interest 
in this work. 
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